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armanitool.exe is used to automate updating some game projects, used in combination with automatic
update s. arma2-autoupdate.exe is a tool that runs armanitool.exe and automatically downloads and

installs the updates. arma2-autoupdate.exe also works with CMP_26.00.9519 and CMP_26.00.9520 . no CD
or DVD inside the drive. When I try to launch OA, the screen just fades to the black in a moment.The game
is installed on D:\Arma2\ operation Arrowhead.  When I try to set the path of the program folder, and then
replace it in the OA icon by selecting the operation Arrowhead folder, it shows me a pop-up window with
the following message: When I install the game, first I dont see anything just the normal ArmA 2 game

game in the game menu. Then after I install Operation Arrowhead the game just closes without any error.
This game works perfectly when I launch it normally from the folder, but when I tried to launch it from the
shortcut i get the following error and it closes. Once you have created a backup save game of your game
this patch will overwrite it. You will not be able to go back to any previous version of this game (including
previous versions of Arma 2: Operation Arrowhead) until you restore the backup you just made. Prague,

Czech Republic December 22nd - Bohemia Interactive, the award-winning independent Czech
development studio, is delighted to announce that just before Santas sleigh glides across the rooftops of

good boys and girls the world over, our own Christmas present surprise is a new mega update
encompassing the whole range of Arma II, Operation Arrowhead & their DLC.
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